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PREFACE
The National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges once again
is pleased to publish the annual report of Appropriations of State Tax Funds for
Operating Expenses-of Higher Education by Dr. M. M. Chambers.
This year, as in the past, the "Chambers Report" provides early data on 1981-82
state tax assistance to public universities and colleges in the United States. The report
has become a valuable reference for university and college administrators, state planners
and media representatives who have a special interest in higher education.
In this, the 23rd annual report, Dr. Chambers reports that tax assistance for
public higher education for 1981-82 was something of a mixed bag -- not as bad as had
been feared nor as good as had been hoped. His analysis precedes the breakdown of data
which follows.
Contributing to the squeeze, of course, is the fact that federal funds distributed
to the states have been substantially reduced, increasing the competition for state tax
money. And, among other facts, inflation has forced up state spending faster than it has
raised state tax revenues.
James Ream, Executive Director of the Pennsylvania Association of Colleges and
Universities, points out another problem: A number of states have appropriated funds for
higher education and then, during the fiscal year, reduced the amount already
appropriated.
Over the past 20 years, state appropriations to higher education went from $1.5
billion to $6.9 billion for a 360 percent increase. During 1971-1981, this increase stood
at around 200 percent and, even though the growth in state appropriations began to drop
slightly in this 10-year period, the growth in state appropriations has been fairly
steady over the years until now, Ream states.
While state governments provide more aid to students than ever before, there is
not enough to offset the effects of inflation and the rising costs of education. Ream
offers the opinion that state support for higher education is in danger of evaporating in
the face of tight budgets, recessionary economies, competition for the public dollar,
cutbacks in federal support. He believes it's essential to re-emphasize the place of
higher education as a top priority for public support in the states. The campaign, he
says, should involve documentation of the economic impact higher education has on
individual states and the utilization of campus-based researchers to support the work of
state government agencies, including executive offices.
The support which the states have provided for colleges and universities for 198182 is imperative and, as always, it opens opportunities for thousands of students who
might otherwise miss the chance to gain a higher education.
Nothing illustrates this fact more forcefully than a view across the campus of any
one of this country's major public research and land-grant universities where hundreds of
students are pursuing opportunities made possible by the assistance of the people of
their states.
Garven Hudgins
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges
Suite 710, One Dupont Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

INTRODUCTION

The regular state legislative sessions of 1981 coincided with the early months of
the newly-elected ultra-conservative national administration. The threat of slowdown and
reduction of federal tax support for higher education over several ensuing years caused
fears that its contagion might spread to some of the states.
The suggestion also arose that now was the time of times for the states to
maintain and increase their tax support to guard against declines in higher education
that would be costly to repair and mean irreparable losses in the development of human
resources.
By October of 1981, it was possible to say the performance of the fifty states as
a whole was not as good as had been hoped, nor as bad as had been feared. The weighted
average nationwide percentage of gain in appropriations of state tax funds for annual
operating expenses of higher education for fiscal year 1982 over fiscal 1980 (two-year
gain) was 20 percent. This was a few points less than the comparable figures of the
1970’s.

Fiscal years
Billions of $
2-year gain, %

1976
12.7
28

1977
13.9
24

1978
15.3
20

1979
16.9
22

1980
19.0
24

1981
20.9
23

1982
22.9
20

A look at the range among the fifty states discloses many bright spots. The twoyear gains ranged from as low as 4 percent to as high as 69 percent. This is a wider
spread than usual. For example, the spread of percentages for 1981 over 1979 was only
from 6 to 50.

The Top Dozen
Of the thirteen states in the top quartile (showing two-year gains of 30 percent
or more), ten are west of the Mississippi River, and these include the only seven in the
nation showing 38 percent or more: Alaska, 69; Wyoming, 60; Texas, 45; North Dakota, 43;
Oklahoma, 42; Louisiana, 38; and Montana, 38.
Completing the ten are New Mexico, 36; Arizona, 32; and Hawaii, 30; all in the
West. The other three of the thirteen are all on the Atlantic coast; Delaware, 35; New
Hampshire, 32; and Georgia, 30.
These thirteen top states do not include any of the three Pacific coast states,
nor any of the twelve North Central states. They include only one of the ten most
populous states--giant Texas, which now ranks third in the nation as to population.

The Bottom Quartile
At the other end of the distribution, the 12 states forming the fourth quartile
(twoyear gains from 4 to 12 percent) are mostly in four blocs: three contiguous ptates-Ohio, 4; Michigan, 5; Pennsylvania, 12--in the lower Great Lakes region; four in the
South Central--Arkansas, 8; Alabama, 11; Tennessee, 12; and Missouri, 12; two in the
upper Mississippi valley--South Dakota, 5, and Minnesota, 12; three in the "Inland
Empire" (Pacific Northwest)--Washington, 6; Oregon, 10; and Idaho, 12. Three of the ten
most populous states are represented here: Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Michigan. Current
unfavorable aspects of national and regional economic conditions are recognized as
playing parts in this result.
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Half the States Made Middling Gains
An unusual and conspicuous feature of the map is provided by the 25 states which
make up the- second and third quartiles. Sixteen of these states (one-third of the
national total) stretch in an unbroken band from the Pacific to the Atlantic: California,
18; Nevada, 16; Utah,.20; Colorado, 24; Kansas, 17; Nebraska, 24; Iowa, 13; Wisconsin,
14; Illinois, 13; Indiana, 17; Kentucky, 18; West Virginia, 21; Maryland, 19; Virginia,
23; North Carolina, 27; and South Carolina, 13.
A contiguous group of seven in the Northwest includes: New York, 20; New Jersey,
16; and five New England states (Vermont, 25; Rhode Island, 19; Maine, 17; Massachusetts,
16; and Connecticut, 15). Add to these Florida, 23, and Mississippi, 29, both on the Gulf
coast. Six of the most populous states are among these 25: New York, New Jersey, Florida,
California, Illinois, and Massachusetts.

Prompt Circulation
Adhering to our maxim, "Timely data circulated while current," we have preferred
to release the figures for the fifty states at the usual time in October even though at
press-time complete total appropriations had not yet been enacted in three states-Massachusetts, Minnesota, and Ohio. For each of these states we have used estimates which
cannot deviate far from the actual totals yet to be appropriated. This is in order to
present an early view of the nationwide picture approximately, rather than to keep the
curtain closed for additional weeks or months while waiting for small elements which may
seem important locally, but will not in any event cause changes of much consequence
nationally.
The states are important individually, yes; but we are remiss if we fail to study
them as a national collectivity and analyze the scene from a comparative viewpoint.
Therefore, we chose to make the data widely avai fable early in the fiscal year to
provide opportunity for all who wish to analyze them from whatever angles. Another
legislative year is almost here.

Joint Enterprise
The current fiscal year is the twenty-third consecutive year of this longitudinal
study. Let me not neglect to speak of my gratitude to the many hundreds of persons in
state capitals and state universities who have reported data and cooperated in other
ways; to the staff of the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges; and to Gwen B. Pruyne of Illinois State University who is in her seventh year
as my indispensable half-time research associate.
M. M. Chambers
Professor of Educational Administration and Foundations
Illinois State University, Normal, Illinois

October 1981
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WHAT THE FIGURES ARE INTENDED TO MEAN
The data for this report are supplied by key persons in each state who report them
to the monthly newsletter, GRAPEVINE. The gound rules used to achieve an approach to
uniformity of reporting are enumerated below. Diversities of practice among the 50 states
make it impossible to eliminate all inconsistencies and accomplish absolute comparability
among states and among institutions. We emphasize that comparisons are of limited usefulness but have value if correctly interpreted.
(1) We exclude appropriations for capital outlay and include only sums
appropriated for operating expenses.
(2) We exclude appropriations of sums derived from any source other than state tax
funds. Also excluded are all funds derived from federal sources, local sources or student
fees.
(3) We include sums destined for higher education but appropriated to some other
state agency (examples: funds intended for faculty fringe benefits may be appropriated to
the state treasurer and disbursed by him; certain funds for medical and health education
may be appropriated to the state department of health and disbursed from that department.
Sometimes these sums have to be approximated or estimated because the exact amounts disbursed cannot be known until after the end of the fiscal period).
(4) We include sums appropriated to statewide coordinating boards or governing
boards, either for broad expenses or for allocation by the board to other institutions or
both.
(5) We include sums appropriated for state scholarships or other student financial
aid, except for capital outlays.
(6) We include sums appropriated for state aid to local public community colleges
(and for operation of state-supported community colleges) and for vocational-technical
two-year colleges or institutes which are predominantly for high school graduates and
adult students.
(7) Appropriations directly to private institutions of higher education at any
level are included.

